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1.1 Design History:  

Version 1.0:  I created a simple card design using Photoshop.  The cards have a brown background, and 
a tan colored area for text.   The art is crude but only a placeholder for now.  The character play mats are 
composed of a single character space, surrounded by three other brown spaces for equipping specific 
equipment cards and a fourth space for playing ability cards.  Each player gets an individual mat for 
playing.

 1.1:  I realized that the brown backgrounds on all the cards could be a bit confusing.  I color 
coded the cards for easier identification.   Melee weapon cards are now red, ranged weapons are purple, 
shields are yellow, and ability cards are now green, character cards remained brown. After a play test with 
Wes I realized there was also an issue with swords being able to block, so I altered text on melee cards to 
say parry instead of block.

Version 2.0:  Updated the card layouts with better graphics and re-sized them to a standard trading card 
size, 2.5 by 3.5 inches.  I have begun redrawing all of the card art; character cards received the first 
updates.  I color coded the board to match the card colors, and added  a sand like background to simulate 
the floor of a coliseum from the days of gladiators, complete with a few splashes of red to simulate blood 
stains in the sand. 

2.1: I have finished updating the card art for all the cards.  

2.2: Created a back for all the cards.  A maroon like color with a shield bearing symbols for the 3 
different equipment cards.  I chose to call the game Maxn which is Greek for battle.   The Name is written 
along the top and bottom of the card backs.

Version 3.0: I completely redesigned the board.  It was suggested I should include spaces for the deck 
and discard pile on the game mat.  I expanded the mat into one large game board.  Fully assembled the 
board is a large circle, almost like a shield itself. I kept the blood stained sand background, and created a 
boarder resembling gray stone.  This is to help simulate the coliseum effect even more so. The card spaces 
were rearranged slightly to accommodate the new design.  I then added a blue space for the deck and a 
gray space for the discard pile.   All of the spaces are labeled accordingly.

3.1: After testing again I realized the rules needed to be a bit more specific for a few instances in 
the game.  I revised the rule.  Also learned that some ability cards were popping up too often and dragging 
the game on longer than necessary.  Removed a couple ability cards, added a timed duration on the ranged 
weapons to remove them from play more quickly.

3.2: Added several new weapon, shield and ability cards.

3.3: Added the game’s name to the board, and changed the card backs of the character cards to 
gold, since they are not included in the deck during play.



Version 4.0: Touched up some of the text on the rules, and created assembly instructions for the board 
and cards.  Created PDF including all assets, instructions and one page sell sheet for the game.

0.02 Vision Statement:

Game log line:

Twp players battle it out by equipping their character with weapons and ability cards drawn from 
a single deck.

Gameplay Synopsis:

Players select a character and place them on the board. On a separate piece of paper, a score is 
kept, each player starts with fifty health points. After deciding who will go first they each draw three 
cards to start. At the start of each player’s turn, they draw a card and if they chose equip weapons or 
shields to their characters.  They may then play ability cards to enhance weapons or other effects. 
Finally, they attack their opponent with a weapon of their choice.   If their opponent can block or deflect 
some of the attack, they may do so.  After all card effects are applied, damage is done to the other player 
accordingly.  The player’s turn is now over.  The game proceeds like this until one player is depleted of 
life points.

Unlike most card battle games, Maxn only utilizes one deck of cards which is shared between two 
players, rather than each player having their own deck.  Instead of building a deck to win, the emphasis is 
on the game itself and using what the deck gives you in order to win.  

It set in a semi-fictional past, where trial by combat is a common sport, similar in theme to the 
Roman gladiators found in our own history.  However, some elements, such as the character selection, 
suggest a more fantasy based element involving monsters and even fairies.   It blends a gritty and bloody 
sport with some more lighthearted elements and bright attracting colors to create a pretty and ideally fun 
playing experience.

 

0.03 Target Audience:

The target audience for the game Maxn is geared generally towards boys aged eight and older. 
While we added some characters that may appeal to the female audience, expectations suggest that boys 
will be the primary target for the game.

0.04 Marketing:



The competition currently focuses on players building their own decks of literally hundreds of 
cards.  Maxn provides players with a relatively simple game that’s ready to play at any time.  Maxn 
focuses on the game itself, and forcing the player to try to win with what is given to them, rather than 
what they bring themselves.

0.05 Game Characters:  

The game has four selectable characters for players to choose from.  However, the characters are entirely 
cosmetic.  They simply provide an avatar for the player while playing.  They each have their own 
character text on the cards, but it is so far just flavor for the players.  

0.06 Story:

It is the day of The Games, combatants from all corners of the world have come to battle for fame and 
glory.  Some desire more though, wealth, allies, and even revenge. But in the heat of combat, only the 
strong and the swift will prevail. Will you be victorious?  Or...will you fall before a stronger opponent?

0.07 Attributes

Character Cards:  Properties include a brown background, character art, deceptive text and is 
positioned on the character space on the board.  The card’s only real behavior is to provide an avatar for 
the player during the game.  It is purely a cosmetic feature.  It provides the focus of attention on the 
player’s side of the board, and as a focal point for all additional cards the player plays.

Melee Weapon Cards: Properties are a red background, descriptive text, weapon art, and positioned 
on the red board space when played.  These cards provide the player with a means to deal damage to their 
enemy. They can also be used to deflect damage from the enemy player’s melee weapons, until their 
health is exhausted.   When destroyed they are discarded to the gray place on the board. The card is used 
to arm the character card to attack.  It can be blocked by another melee weapon or a shield card. 
Ultimately it is used to damage the other character until they have no more life points.  The can be used in 
conjunction with some ability cards for additional damage.

Shield Cards: Properties include a yellow background, card art, descriptive text and is placed on the 
yellow board space when played.  The cards provide the player with a defense against attacks.  They can 
block both ranged and melee weapons until their health is exhausted.  When destroyed they are discarded 
to the gray place on the board.  In some cases the shield can be used to deal damage when used in 
conjunction with ability cards.  

Ranged Weapon Cards: Properties include a purple background, descriptive text, card art and 
positioning on the purple board space when played.   These are short duration weapons that can only be 
blocked by a shield.  After the player uses the weapon the amount of times described in the text, or the 



card is destroyed by other means, they are discarded to the gray discard pile space on the board. These 
cannot be used in conjunction with melee weapons unless an ability card is used which specifies it can.   

Ability Cards: These cards have a green background with descriptive text, card art and are played onto 
the green space on the player’s side on the board.  The cards have a wider array of behaviors, depending 
on the card.  They can be used to boost an attack, restore health, immobilize or even destroy equipment 
cards. They are sometimes used in conjunction with the player’s weapon cards.  They are discarded to the 
pile after they are used.  

The Board:  Sand covered background, stained with blood and surrounded with stone, symbolizing the 
gladiator pits of old.   It is divided into two sections, one for each player.  Each section consists of a 
brown character space, a red “equip melee weapon” space, a yellow “equip shield” space, a purple “equip 
ranged weapon” space and a green “play ability” space.  There is also one blue space for the main card 
deck and a gray discard pile for used or destroyed cards.  The board provides a playing field for the 
players and helps to keep the game organized as players use the cards to help them win the game.

The Deck: Consists of a stack of all the cards, sans the character cards.  It sits on the blue space on the 
board.  The players draw a card from the deck at the beginning of their turn.  It provides the players with 
new cards to use during the game.  The deck’s stacking order is determined by a random card shuffle at 
the beginning of the game.  The deck can become reshuffled during play either by an ability card, or when 
the deck is exhausted and must be recreated from the cards in the discard pile.

The Discard Pile:  A stack of cards that steadily grows during gameplay and cards are used or 
destroyed.  It is represented by a gray space on the board. As cards are removed from play they form the 
discard pile. When the main deck is depleted of cards, the discard pile is reshuffled to create a new deck.

0.08 Media List

Items that will be needed to be created for the game:

Character Cards

Melee Weapon Card

Shield Cards

Ranged Weapon Cards

Ability Cards

0.09 Flowchart: 



0.10 Core Gameplay:

Maxn is about two players arming their selected character and attacking each other until one character is 
defeated.

0.11 Metaphors:

Roman Coliseum: Warriors, weapons, tigers, swords, shields, sand, stone, blood, Cesar, Spartans, 
chariots, boiling oil, spears, lions, fighting, teeth.

Dirty: Sand, rocks, filth, blood, sweat, dust, garbage, grease.

Fantasy: Fairies, magic, swords, staves, elves, monsters, warriors, wizards, traps, cards, fire.  

0.12 Playtesting Results:

Functionality: The Game was functional.  I recruited Mitchell and Shane to test the newest version 
of the game.  Based on my observations, and feedback from Shane and Mitch, I’ve learned that 
over all the game did work properly.  They were able to properly assemble and play the game with 
no assistance from myself.

Completeness:  During the playtest, Shane and Mitch did point out a couple little issues, with some 
of the newer cards I added in the last revision.  The issues were mostly involving the text on the 



cards, and how they were worded.  I have since corrected these issues and added the new 
versions of the cards into the deck.  

Loopholes: In this version of the game I did not notice and loopholes in the game.  I know that I had 
some loopholes in earlier versions, but had already addressed them before this version.  I noticed 
during this test that the loophole no longer was present.

Dominant Strategy:  Maxn does not seem to have any dominant strategy in it.  Players generally 
have to plan on the fly, as the cards they receive are randomized.   Weapons and shields can be 
recovered and destroyed rather quickly.  Their options are confined only to what cards they have 
obtained from the deck.

Symmetrical VS Asymmetrical:  Maxn is definitely a symmetrical game.  Each player starts with the 
same number of cards and the same objective, defeat your opponent. The decision of who goes 
first is decided by a random act, such as dice roll or coin flip. However, going first has little to do 
with the game’s outcome.  As demonstrated in the playtest with Mitch and Shane, Even though 
Shane went first, ultimately Mitchell was the victor.  

0.13 Challenge and Play:

- Goal of defeating your opponent in combat.
- Competition among players
- Fantasy of being a warrior in gladiatorial combat.
- Social interaction with other players, blocking, attacking, banter etc.
- Obtaining/Destroying weapons and shields to attack your opponent.
- Depleting your opponent’s life points.

0.14 Game Progress:

The goal of Maxn is pretty straight forward.  It is essentially a fighting game.  The goal is to 
defeat your opponent. During combat, the player is always attempting to reach his/her goal.  Every 
strategy is used to help destroy their opponent’s life points while protecting themselves as well.  The 
largest milestones in gameplay would of course be when you have you opponent at half his total life 
points and when he is almost depleted of life.  

I think the system will help to motivate players.  The combat oriented gameplay compels you 
forward.  Your opponent may play a card combo that annoys you, and you will want to get them back.  It 
is always satisfying to pull off a card combo that leaves your opponent with their jaw on the floor or at 
least fuming. It’s a system that works in Maxn and most card battle games.

0.15 Endings:

I feel that over all, the ending of the game was satisfying. Those who have played it thus far have 
enjoyed it, even when they lost.  It has proven to be both fun and creative, and has left some players 
wanting a rematch.  


